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  Abstract   The relative duration of active and dormant seasons has a strong influ-
ence on ecosystem net carbon balance and its carbon uptake potential. While rec-
ognized as an important source of temporal and spatial variability, the seasonality 
of ecosystem carbon balance has not been studied explicitly, and still lacks standard 
terminology. In the current chapter, we apply a curve fitting procedure to define 
seasonal transitions in ecosystem gross productivity (GEP) and respiration (ER), 
and we show that the temporal changes in these two fluxes are not synchronous, 
and that the transition dates and rates of change vary both across sites and between 
years. Carbon uptake period (CUP), a common phenological metric, defined from 
ecosystem net carbon exchange (NEE), is related to these periods of activity, but 
the differential sensitivities of GEP and ER to environmental factors complicate the 
interpretation of variation in CUP alone. On a landscape scale, differences in stand 
age represent a major source of heterogeneity reflected in different flux capaci-
ties as well as microclimate. In the current study, we evaluate age-related differ-
ences in the phenological transitions of GEP and ER using hardwood and conifer 
chronosequences. While a significant portion of variability in GEP seasonality was 
explained with stand age, the influence of interannual climatic variability exceeded 
these, and was the predominant factor affecting ER seasonality. The length of the 
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active season (ASL) varied more due to differences in the timing of the end rather 
than the start of the active period. ASL of GEP was consistently greater in conifers 
than hardwoods, but the opposite was true for ER.  

  Abbreviations  

Phenological stages and dates

  ASL AH     length of active season (days)   
  ASL BG     length of active season (days)   
  ASL x0     length of active season (days)   
  EOS    end of active season (DOY)   
  x0    day of half-maximum flux (DOY)   
  LFD    length of flux development period (days)   
  LFR    length of flux recession period (days)   
  LPF    length of peak flux period (days)   
  RD    rate of development (g C m −2  d −1 )   
  RR    rate of recession (g C m −2  d −1 )   
  SOS    start of active season (DOY)   

Subscripts appended to any of the above

   GEP
 
    index or date referring to gross ecosystem productivity   

   ER
 
    index or date referring to ecosystem respiration   

Site abbreviations

  IH03    intermediate hardwood, 2003   
  IP03    intermediate red pine, 2003   
  MH02    mature hardwood, 2002   
  MH03    mature hardwood, 2003   
  MP02    mature red pine, 2002   
  MP03    mature red pine, 2003   
  YH02    young hardwood, 2002   
  YP02    young red pine, 2002       

  1 Introduction  

 Climate warming has now been recognized even in the popular media (Gore  2006)  
and the complexities of the mechanisms contributing to it are increasingly under-
stood (Hansen et al.  1997 ; Houghton et al.  1998 ; IPCC  2007) . Cues from sources 
as diverse as paleoclimatic proxies, surface and airborne observations, satellite 
remote sensing and meteorological models all indicate that land surface tempera-
tures have been increasing globally at a rate of 0.2–0.25°C per decade over the last 
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30–100 years (Bogaert et al.  2002 ; IPCC  2007) , caused by both natural and anthro-
pogenic forcing (Hegerl et al.  1996 ; Santer et al.  1996 ; Stott et al.  2000) . The asso-
ciation between the earlier start of the active season (SOS) for biological  processes 
and warmer winter temperatures is particularly strong in the eastern US and 
Northern Europe. There, the trend of increasing mean temperatures is increasingly 
reflected in the seasonal development of plants (Linderholm  2006) , as well as the 
expansion of the ranges of species (Chuine and Beaubien  2001 ; Tape et al.  2006) . 

 Given the greater increase in the late winter and early spring temperatures than 
late spring and early summer temperatures (Groisman et al.  1994) , the advance of 
spring phenology has been greater than the delay of fall (Menzel and Fabian  1999 ; 
Penuelas et al.  2002 ; Schwartz and Chen  2002) . Also, the advance in the flowering 
time has been greater in early- than late-flowering species (Fitter and Fitter  2002 ; 
Lu et al.  2006) , with contrasting effects between prairie plants flowering before and 
after the peak temperature (Sherry et al.  2007) . Globally, the spring events in plant 
development, including times of flowering, bud break and leaf expansion, marking 
the SOS have been advancing at a rate of about 1.5–3 (but up to 5.4) days per decade 
(Ahas et al.  2002 ; Beaubien and Freeland  2000 ; Chmielewski and Rötzer  2001 ; 
Menzel and Fabian  1999 ; Schwartz et al.  2006 ; Schwartz and Reiter  2000 ; Smith 
et al.  2004) , associated with increasing mean temperature (Menzel  2003) , earlier 
retreat of snow cover (Aurela et al.  2004 ; Groisman et al.  1994 ; Lu et al.  2006)  and 
decreasing occurrence of late freeze events (Penuelas and Filella  2001) . These 
trends have been more pronounced in Eurasia than North America (Smith et al. 
 2004) , and stronger in trees than shrubs and grasses (Parmesan  2007) . 

 The ground observations of earlier and longer vegetation activity have been 
confirmed through global analyses of the magnitude and timing of the annual cycle 
of CO 

2
  concentration in the atmosphere (Keeling et al.  1996 ; Myneni et al.  1997) . 

Remote sensing models have identified significant trends towards increased net 
primary productivity (NPP) in recent decades (Cao et al.  2004) , which in some 
estimates can be a significant proportion of the annual total. For example, Jackson 
et al.  (2001)  proposed that the lengthening of the growing season by 5–10 days may 
increase the annual NPP of forest systems by as much as 30%. Such a large 
response can only be possible if gross ecosystem productivity (GEP) responds more 
to higher temperatures than ecosystem respiration (ER). Indeed, it has been con-
firmed through ground measurements that the lengthening of the growing season 
by a certain number of days in spring stimulates ecosystem C uptake more than a 
lengthening by the same number of days in the fall (Kramer et al.  2000 ; Piao et al. 
 2008) . This has been attributed to greater radiative inputs and longer days, as well 
as better moisture availability as the result of snow melt and relatively lower evapo-
rative demand in spring than in fall (Barr et al.  2004 ; Black et al.  2000) . 

 While it is true that ecosystem C balance tends to be more sensitive to early spring 
than late fall, not all forests respond similarly. Early spring was found to stimulate 
GEP more than ER in some boreal stands (Black et al.  2000) . In others, delayed fall 
stimulated ER more than GEP, leading to smaller net C uptake (Hollinger et al.  2004) . 
It is likely that the degree of sensitivity of ER to spring and fall warming depends on 
the duration of these transition periods. With long fall, leaf litter can decompose to a 
greater extent before dormancy, and respond to variations in temperature, whereas 
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with short fall the litter primarily decays during the following growing season, exhib-
iting greater sensitivity to variations in spring temperature. In addition to direct effect 
on carbon fluxes, warm and late falls may have  carry-over effects associated with 
plant development. Heide  (2003)  reported that delayed fall as the result of higher than 
average temperatures led to frost damage and subsequent delayed bud break the fol-
lowing spring, resulting in lower net carbon uptake. And then there are stands where 
prolonged GS in spring and fall has similar effect on ecosystem C balance (Goulden 
et al.  1996) . In all, the trends are generally more consistent for spring phenology, 
whereas changes in the fall are more variable (Menzel  2002) , varying by biome, spe-
cies, and climatic variability (e.g. extreme events) during the preceding growing 
season (Walther et al.  2002) . Later freeze (Smith et al.  2004)  and leaf coloring 
(Menzel and Fabian  1999)  have been reported primarily in the boreal forests in North 
America, but even there the trends in the fall are weaker than in the spring. Overall, 
recent trends in ecosystem CO 

2
  exchange and atmospheric fall-to-winter CO 

2
  build-

up in the northern hemisphere suggest that as a general rule, warmer falls stimulate 
ER more than GEP, and lead to suppressed net productivity (Piao et al.  2008) . 

 In addition to the spring-fall asymmetry, phenological stages close to one 
another may also have different sensitivity to increasing temperature. For example, 
in Central Europe the first leaf and last freeze dates have been advancing at about 
the same rate, whereas in Northern Eastern Europe the first leaf date has advanced 
faster than the last freeze date, and in East Asia, the last freeze date has advanced 
faster than the first leaf date (Schwartz et al.  2006) . Such non-uniform responses 
are currently poorly understood, but may have major implications for plant vitality 
(Chuine and Beaubien  2001) , synchrony with pollinators (Parmesan  2007)  and 
ecosystem carbon balance (Oechel et al.  2000) . Furthermore, the asymmetric 
changes in the ASL may also differentially affect GEP and ER. The different timing 
and magnitude of GEP and ER was invoked by Schaefer et al. (2005) to explain the 
increased amplitude of atmospheric CO 

2
  concentration (Myneni et al.  1997) . It has 

recently been recognized that the feedback by vegetation on the physical and 
chemical properties of the atmosphere is not negligible, and the changes brought 
about in plant phenology may further trigger changes in the climate it responds to 
(Bonan et al.  2003 ; Lenton  2000 ; Meir et al.  2006) . While the significance of feed-
back effects and interactive influences between temperature and other factors on 
phenology has been recognized (Norby et al.  2003) , progress in this understanding 
is only beginning to be made. Despite the gaps in knowledge and the fact that the 
seasonality of ecosystem C exchange remains among the most significant uncer-
tainties in land surface biogeochemical models (e.g. Kathuroju et al.  2007 ; Olesen 
et al.  2007) , it is clear that it plays a major role in the interannual variability of 
ecosystem net carbon balance (e.g. Aurela et al.  2004 ; Barr et al.  2007 ; Carrara 
et al.  2003) , and that global patterns in annual NEE strongly correlate with differences 
in growing season length (Fig.  1 ; Baldocchi et al.  2001) . 

 As of now, there is no standard terminology for assessing the seasonality of C 
exchange (or any other ecosystem process). The term “growing season” has been 
adopted from traditional phenology where it may mark different phases in the duration 
of deciduous canopy – from bud break to bud set, bud break to leaf fall, or from fully 
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expanded leaf to the beginning of leaf senescence. While all these dates are related, 
they may not always change similarly. Unlike traditional phenology of discrete events, 
the continuous scale of ecosystem biogeochemical fluxes (esp. ER) makes it more 
difficult to define the transition points. At this point, the science of phenology of eco-
system processes is still in the phase of trying to define the relevant transition points. 
However, the problem of identifying phases in a continuous data stream is not unique 
to ecology. Land surface phenology attempts to consolidate remotely sensed greenness 
indices (normalized difference vegetation index, NDVI, or enhanced vegetation index, 
EVI) with traditional phenological indices (Reed et al.  1994 ; White et al.  2005 ; White 
and Nemani  2003 ; Yang et al.  2007) . Often, the transition from dormant to active 
periods has been defined by half-maximum greenness (Fisher et al.  2007 ; Schwartz et 
al.  2002) . While there is little theoretical justification for this choice, especially as the 
relationship between satellite-based and ground observations of phenological changes 
is often poor (Badeck et al.  2004) , this technique lends itself well to diverse streams of 
time series data. Finding the relevant transition points could be facilitated by existing 

  Fig. 1    Annual net ecosystem exchange of carbon (NEE) as a function of carbon uptake period 
(with permission, from Baldocchi et al.  2001) . The b[0] and b[1] coefficients are the intercept and 
slope of the linear regression fitted to all sites, excluding the tropical forest in Brazil. The r 2  is the 
coefficient of determination, and the dashed lines are the 95% confidence intervals of the regression. 
Negative values indicate carbon uptake by vegetation.       
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gas exchange models that have proven relatively accurate for delineating seasonal 
dynamics (e.g. Mäkelä et al.  2004,   2008) .  

 For studying the phenology of ecosystem processes, the most promising recent 
development is the numerical method proposed by Gu et al.  (2003)  and developed 
further in the current volume (chapter “Characterizing the Seasonal Dynamics of 
Plant Community Photosynthesis Across a Range of Vegetation Types”). It isolates 
individual transitions between two periods of relatively stable fluxes, and fits a 
cumulative Weibull distribution function to this transition (Eqn. 1 in Methods). 
Similar approach was proposed for analyzing the seasonality of the remotely sensed 
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) time series data (Zhang et al. 
 2003) , but was overlooked in a more recent study (Beck et al.  2006)  that proposed 
a double logistic function instead. While the latter approach was superior to other 
fitting algorithms currently used in land surface phenology (second-order Fourier 
transform and asymmetric Gaussian function), Beck et al.  (2006)  did not develop 
the information as rigorously as Gu et al.  (2003) , who derived a full suite of phe-
nological indicators (more details in Methods). Beck et al.  (2006)  only used the 
fitted curve to derive the inflection points, equivalent to the half-maximum points 
from sigmoid curve fits, commonly used in land surface phenology (Fisher et al. 
 2007 ; Schwartz et al.  2002) . The transition points defined by Gu et al.  (2003)  are 
also significant because they allow to differentiate between ASL and C uptake 
potential of ecosystems, which, as we will discuss later, is a step towards deeper 
mechanistic understanding of land surface C exchange. 

 As an alternative to the somewhat ambiguous ASL, several eddy covariance 
(EC) studies (Baldocchi et al.  2005 ; Falge et al.  2002)  and EC-remote sensing syn-
theses (Churkina et al.  2005 ; White and Nemani  2003)  have adopted carbon uptake 
period (CUP) as the basis of delineating seasonality and comparing different eco-
systems. This is particularly convenient, because EC measures the net balance of 
vegetation-atmosphere carbon exchange, and provides an accurate tool for among-
stands comparison. However, the asynchronicity of GEP and ER, due to their sen-
sitivity to different environmental drivers, makes CUP difficult to predict. For 
example, Kramer et al.  (2002)  found that while several models predicted the sea-
sonal dynamics and annual total NEE correctly, the predictions of GEP and ER 
were wrong. Falge et al.  (2002)  reported that in temperate deciduous and boreal 
conifer forests, the seasonality of ER was generally delayed in relation to GEP. 
Depending on the relative juxtaposition of the seasonalities of these two fluxes, the 
onset of CUP may be advanced or delayed. Furthermore, it may be difficult to 
define CUP in conifers because ecosystem C balance may be positive (gaining C) 
throughout the year. Even if arbitrarily chosen thresholds (e.g. 20% of minimum 
NEE, as in Suni et al.  2003a)  correlate well with cumulative temperature or model 
estimates (as it did for Suni et al.  2003a) , it is difficult to apply these at different 
sites, or justify them on a mechanistic basis. Separating individual processes also 
makes the data available for studies beyond those of net carbon balance. For exam-
ple, long-term C storage is closely tied to heterotrophic respiration (or ER, loosely 
speaking) and soil C (Field et al.  2007 ; Richter et al.  1999 ; Schlesinger and Lichter 
 2001) , and understanding its seasonality independent of other confounding fluxes 
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would be of greater benefit than knowing the seasonality of NEE. For mechanistic 
understanding and prognostic power, we propose that the seasonality of ecosystem 
C exchange should be assessed on the basis of individual processes. In current 
study, working with eddy covariance data, we partition NEE to GEP and ER, 
acknowledging that ER itself represents a compound process and should ideally be 
partitioned further. 

 Variability in phenological changes occurs both globally, along broad environ-
mental gradients (Baldocchi et al.  2001) , as well as locally (Noormets et al.  2007) .     
 As a rule, ecosystem net productivity increases with the growing season length 
(Fig.  1 ) that generally decreases with latitude. However, forest stands may differ in 
their microclimate even when exposed to similar weather and soil conditions 
(Noormets et al.  2008) , and these differences are expected to affect the seasonal 
development of photosynthetic and respiratory capacities. Across different forest 
types, there is a consistent trend for lower mean soil temperature in older stands 
with more closed canopy compared to younger open-canopied stands (Fig.  2 ; 
Bond-Lamberty et al.  2005a,   b) . Besides temperature, the differences also manifest 
in net radiation and vapor pressure deficit (VPD) (Amiro et al.  2006 ; Ewers et al. 
 2005) . The age-related differences in annual carbon balance may be in the order of 
500 g C m −  2  (Noormets et al.  2007) , and accounting for these is crucial for accurate 
representation of regional integrated carbon balance (Desai et al.  2008) . Stand age 
may influence C exchange through the interacting influences of canopy cover, the 
amount of live and dead biomass, understory composition, radiation balance and 
microclimate. While there may be considerable variation among young stands due 
to diverse post-harvest management practices that control the amount of harvest 
residue (Devine and Harrington  2007) , young stands typically tend to lose snow 
and warm up earlier than mature stands (Amiro  2001 ; Bergeron et al.  2008 ; 
Noormets et al.  2007) . When the concept of chronosequence is treated more 
loosely, allowing for species succession throughout the stand development, like in 
a fire chronosequence (Goulden et al.  2006) , the differences in phenology and carbon 
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  Fig. 2    Growing season 
(May–September) average soil 
temperature (Ts) as a function of 
canopy leaf area index (LAI) in 
different boreo-temperate forest 
types. Re-drawn, with permission, 
from Noormets et al.  (2008).        
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exchange become even more pronounced, with CUP varying from as short as 65 
days in young stands with primarily herbaceous vegetation to 130 days in old 
stands with coniferous vegetation. Understanding the mechanism of age-related 
differences in C fluxes could potentially provide an additional constraint to regional 
C cycle models by combining the information about the phenological dynamics of 
one stand with the age composition ofstands in the area of interest. In earlier studies 
we have shown the significance of considering stand age and forest type-related 
variability for regional upscaling of C budgets (Desai et al.  2008) . Thus, consistent 
differences with stand age could prove helpful in applications from continental data 
assimilation systems (e.g. AmeriFlux Data Assimilation System) to monitoring 
issues of practical interest (e.g. the Early Warning System; Hargrove and Hoffman 
 2005) .  

 The goals of the current study were to (1) apply consistent criteria for defining 
the seasonality of GEP and ER, and (2) evaluate the phenology of these fluxes in 
relation to each other, and across two chronosequences – three deciduous and three 
coniferous stands – to evaluate the effect of different canopy duration and different 
microclimate on the seasonal development of C fluxes. We will also evaluate the 
relationship of the seasonality of GEP and ER with CUP, and discuss additional 
phenological metrics that affect ecosystem carbon balance.  

  2 Methods  

  2.1 Study Area and Site Characteristics 

 The study area is located in northern Wisconsin, USA (46°30 ¢ –46°45 ¢ N, 91°2 ¢  
–91°22 ¢ W) and belongs to the northern coniferous-deciduous biome. The climate is 
humid-continental with 30-year temperature normals from −16°C in January to 25°C 
in July, and annual precipitation over the same period ranged from 660 to 910  mm. 
The dominant vegetation types are second-growth hardwood stands with aspen, birch 
and maple as the predominant species, and red pine and jack pine plantations. We 
measured ecosystem carbon exchange in a pair of different-aged hardwood and a pair 
of conifer stands each in 2002 and 2003. The mature stands were measured in both 
years, whereas the young stands were sampled for only 1 year. The paired sampling 
scheme was designed to provide information about age-related differences in C 
exchange in the two predominant forest types in the area. The predominant species 
and main site characteristics are given in Table  1 , and further details about the study 
area, measurement and gapfilling protocols can be found in Noormets et al.  (2007) . 
The mature stands had a well developed understory, and the young stands had a sig-
nificant herbaceous-grassy component, whereas the intermediate-aged stands had very 
dense overstory canopy and very limited understory. While differences in the under-
story composition could potentially affect ecosystem C fluxes (Heijmans et al.  2004) , 
we did not detect obvious signs of it in the current study and do not address this pos-
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sibility further. However, as the understory phenology is often shifted in relation to 
overstory (Richardson and O’Keefe, current volume) it should be considered as a 
potential source of variation on a site-by-site basis. 

 As ER is extrapolated from nighttime data, and GEP is calculated as the sum of 
NEE and ER, it is possible (at least, in principle) that gapfilling protocols may 
affect the phenological parameters. While our gapfilling protocols include tests for 
bias and have been validated against other commonly used gapfilling approaches 
(Moffat et al.  2007) , the procedures for producing defensible ER and GEP esti-
mates are beyond the scope of this chapter. Please see Falge et al.  (2001)  and 
Moffat et al.  (2007)  for further details.  

  2.2 Phenological Transitions 

 To distinguish periods of relatively high activity from those of relatively low activity 
or dormancy, we use cumulative Weibull distribution function to delineate the “active 
season” for GEP and ER (Gu et al.  2003) . It is a generalization of the commonly used 
“growing season”. Gu et al.  (2003)  defined seasonal transitions in GEP by fitting 
cumulative Weibull distribution function to daily maximum photosynthesis. In the current 
study, we use daily flux totals for both GEP and ER. Monitoring changes in flux capacity 
(light-saturated) may often be preferential to integrals, but it also has limitations. For 
example, eddy covariance data, recorded every 30–60 min has limited number of 
observations per day, and sometimes estimating capacities from such datasets may be 

  Table 1    Site properties, including dominant species, age, leaf area index (LAI), canopy cover and 
basal area. Further site information available in Noormets et al.  (2008a) . Site abbreviations:  MH  
mature hardwood,  IH  intermediate-aged hardwood,  YH  young hardwood,  MP  mature red pine,  IP  
intermediate-aged red pine,  YP  young red and jack pine    

Site Dominant species
Age 
(years)

LAI 
(m2 m−2)

Canopy cover 
(%)

Basal area 
(m2 ha−1)

MH Populus grandidentata, 
Betula papyrifera, 
Quercus rubra, 
Acer rubrum, 
Acer saccharum

65, 66 3.9 97 33.5

IH Populus grandidentata, 
Populus tremuloides

17 3.0 92 11.8

YH Acer rubrum, 
Populus grandidentata, 
Populus tremuloides

3 1.2–1.4  2 1.5

MP Pinus resinosa, 
Populus grandidentata

63, 64 2.5–2.8 73 26.9

IP Pinus resinosa 21 2.8 60 18.2
YP  Pinus banksiana, 

Pinus resinosa 
8 0.5 17 4.7
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difficult (especially for ER). However, both scales reflect the same trends and could 
be analyzed, and both data types may be sensitive to extended periods of adverse 
weather suppressing the fluxes of interest. The Weibull cumulative distribution func-
tion is given by:
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 where  y  is the daily integral of the flux of interest,  y  
 0 
  is the base-value of  y  during 

the dormant season,  x  is day-of-year (DOY) for the first half of the year, and days 
until the end of the year for the second half of the year,  x  

 0 
  is the DOY at half-

maximum  y  (fitted),   b   
 1 
  is the difference between peak and base  y ,   b   

 2 
  is the difference 

between 75 th  and 25 th  percentiles of the time from base to peak  y , and   b   
 3 
  is a shape 

parameter. Parameters  y  
 0 
 ,  x  

 0 
 ,   b   

 1 
 ,   b   

 2 
  and   b   

 3 
  are estimated in model fitting. The uni-

versality of Eqn. (1) allows defining relatively simple transitions between a single 
active period and a single dormant period per year, but would also work in situa-
tions where multiple active periods or multiple levels of activity are the norm 
(please see Gu et al., in current volume).  

 Once the model parameters for spring development and fall recession are deter-
mined, the first and second derivatives of predicted fluxes can be used to singularly 
identify the turning points. The maximum and minimum of the first derivative 
identify the midpoints for spring and fall as the days with greatest change in the 
fluxes of interest (points C and F in Fig.  3 ). The period CF corresponds to the active 
season length according to the half-maximum (crossing x 

0
 , Eqn. 1) thresholding 

method used in remote sensing (see Sect.  1 ). The spring and fall maxima of the 
second derivative mark flux upturn date (point B, this and other names of the 
 transition dates follow the nomenclature suggested by Gu et al.  2003)  and flux 
retardation date (point G), whereas the minima mark the flux saturation date (point 
D) and flux downturn date (point E). Periods between BD, DE and EG mark the 
length of flux development, peak flux, and flux recession periods (LFD, LPF and 
LFR, respectively). Active season length can be defined in different ways, as the 
period between points A and H (e.g. as suggested by Gu et al.  2003) , B and G, or 
C and F. In the current study we found greater and more consistent differences in 
the period defined by half-maximum points (C and F) and the extended active sea-
son (period BG) than the one defined by AH. We will denote the respective active 
season lengths as ASL x0 , ASL BG , and ASL AH . The slopes of regressions fitted to the 
predicted fluxes during phases BD and EG give us the rate of flux development 
(RD) and the rate of flux retardation (RR), respectively. To illustrate the range of 
variability of various phenological turning points, the duration of different stages, 
and the differences between GEP and ER at the same stand, Fig.  4  depicts the sea-
sonal dynamics of the fluxes, the fitted Weibull distribution function and its first 
and second derivatives in the conifer chronosequence.   
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  2.3 Requirements for Data Quality and Level of Integration 

 The seasonality of fluxes can be assessed from different types of daily data – daily 
maximum values, daily totals or normalized flux capacities (e.g. maximum photo-
synthetic capacity, P 

max
 , or temperature-normalized base respiration, R 

10
 ). In the 

current study, we use daily integrals because of their greater robustness, whereas 
earlier studies have analyzed the changes in daily maximum values (Falge et al. 
 2002 ; Gu et al.  2003) . Daily integrals require prior gapfilling and may potentially 
be affected by model assumptions, but such bias can be evaluated using established 
procedures (Moffat et al.  2007) . Both data types may be sensitive to extended peri-
ods of adverse weather if it suppresses flux capacities. However, brief periods of a 
few days that do not reverse flux development, as well as periods of missing data 
do not significantly affect the phenological parameters. The parameters can be 
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  Fig. 3    Seasonal course of gross ecosystem productivity (GEP), and the phenological transition 
points (denoted with letters, A–H) as defined by the extremes of the first and second derivatives 
of the fitted cumulative Weibull functions Eqn. (1). The scale of the second derivative is enhanced 
tenfold for visual clarity. See text for details.       
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estimated even with a sizeable proportion of missing data, as long as the transition 
points are represented. 

Theoretically, the flux capacities should minimize the influence of environmen-
tal variability, providing the smoothest seasonal change curve.   However, our tests 
of using normalized flux capacities (P 

max
 , R 

10
 ) to evaluate the seasonality of ecosys-

tem carbon exchange showed that these parameters were not robust. For example, 
estimating ASL from changes in R 

10
  resulted in significantly shorter ASL (by 

nearly 2 months; data not shown) than when estimating it from daily total ER. 
Other weaknesses of the parameter-based approach include that R 

10
  is not estimable 

independently, but is closely related to the temperature sensitivity parameter of the 
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  Fig. 4    Seasonal dynamics of GEP and ER in three different red pine stands, measured in 2002 and 
2003. Overlaid with daily fluxes are the fitted Weibull function, and its 1 st  and 2 nd  derivatives.       
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temperature response model (Noormets et al.  2008) , and the data must often be 
grouped by more than a single day to achieve stable parameter estimates. Therefore, 
we can not recommend that the parameters of the light and temperature response 
models commonly used in gapfilling eddy covariance data be used for evaluating 
phenological transitions. It should also be emphasized that diurnal changes in 
fluxes may confound with detecting phenological changes, and their influence on 
the analysis should be minimized.  

  2.4 Robustness of Parameter Estimates 

 The robustness of the phenological parameter estimates was evaluated using Monte 
Carlo analysis. We treated the first fitted model as the ideal data, and added noise 
by sampling with replacement from the observed population of residuals. Fitting 
new Weibull functions to 1,000 of these synthetic datasets gave us 95% confidence 
intervals for the derived phenological parameters on the scale of 0.1–0.4 days. 
While tightly constrained, the parameters were sensitive to the temporal structure 
of the synthetic error. The variance in C fluxes increases with increasing flux mag-
nitude (Hollinger and Richardson  2005)  and therefore, overestimating the variance 
during low fluxes, i.e. during the dormant period, could lead to unrealistic seasonal 
dynamics in the synthetic data. To avoid this, the error must be sampled from the 
appropriate subpopulation. This, however, leads to a circular approach because we 
want to use the synthetic data to draw inferences about the seasonality, but we must 
define the seasons in order to sample the residuals.   

  2.5 Statistical Analyses 

 The parameters of the Weibull function were estimated with a nonlinear curve fit-
ting procedure ( PROC NLIN , SAS 9). The significance of forest type and year on 
the phenological parameters was evaluated with Tukey’s post-hoc tests on least 
squares means in ANOVA framework ( PROC MIXED ), and the effects of stand 
age, leaf area index (LAI) and basal area (BA) were evaluated with regression analy-
sis ( PROC REG ). All significant effects we defined at p < 0.05 level, unless noted 
otherwise. The relative effects of age, year and forest type were determined with a 
stepwise regression ( PROC REG ), with both entry and staying p-values at 0.15. It 
should be noted that measuring the younger sites in separate years in the face of 
large year-to-year variation restricts the level of confidence with which the conclu-
sions can be drawn about age-related changes. However, some strong trends that 
emerge in the current study can be further tested on longer data series when they 
become available.   
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  3 Results  

  3.1 Main Sources of Variation 

 The fitted model explained the spring and fall changes better for ER (average R 2  
across sites 0.92 in spring and 0.93 in fall) than GEP (average R 2  = 0.87 (spring) and 
0.89 (fall)). No difference was observed among age classes. The primary source of 
variability of phenological parameters among the eight site-years was interannual 
difference in weather conditions (Table  2 ), leading to 29 ± 10 days longer ASL x0  

GEP
  

(t 
1,6

  = 3.0, P = 0.024) and 24 ± 5 days longer ASL x0  
ER

  (t 
1,6

  = 4.65, P = 0.004) in 2002 
than 2003. This was attributed to warmer autumn and later leaf fall in the former, 
whereas the differences in SOS were small (2.0 ± 3.8 and 0.6 ± 5.9 days for SOS 

GEP
  

and SOS 
ER

 , respectively) and not statistically significant (Fig.  5 ). Interestingly, sig-
nificant differences between the 2 years were also observed in LPF and ASL BG , 
whereas those in ASL AH  varied by site. The age-related trends were significant for 
LFD 

GEP
  and LPF 

GEP
 , indicating that mature stands developed faster and maintained 

peak GEP longer than the young stands. ASL 
ER

 , however, started later and ended 
more gradually in mature than young stands (Table  2 ). Our initial hypothesis of 
longer ASL in young than mature stands did not prove true (Fig.  5 ), even though 
RD 

ER
 , RR 

ER
  and RR 

GEP
  were greater in the young than mature stands. These change 

rates and ASL x0  
ER

  and EOS 
ER

  were narrowly constrained in the mature but not young 
stands. The expected dichotomy between the deciduous and conifer stands was 
observed only for GEP (mean ASL x0  

GEP
  of 80 ± 3 days in hardwoods and 87 ± 3 days 

in conifers), whereas ASL x0  
ER

  was 15 ± 6 days longer in hardwood than conifer 
stands. No other consistent differences were detected between the forest types.  

 Partitioning the relative contributions of age and year using a stepwise regres-
sion showed that the most significant source of variation for GEP seasonality was 
stand age, whereas interannual weather variability dominated the seasonality of ER 
(Table  3 ). Most age-related differences were also significant when expressed on 

  Table 2    Probability of type I error of signifi cant difference in phenological 
parameters among age classes and years (both direct and interactive effects). Model 
denominator degrees of freedom = 6    

 GEP  ER 

 Age  Year  Age × Year  Age  Year  Age*Year 

 SOS  0.120  0.534  0.142  0.023  0.885  0.032 
 EOS  0.329  0.059  0.839  0.071  0.023  0.015 
 ASL x0   0.055  0.012  0.281  0.875  0.001  0.009 
 ASL AH   0.163  0.055  0.526  0.406  0.029  0.002 
 ASL BG   0.087  0.024  0.414  0.669  0.009  0.006 
 LPF  0.043  0.012  0.525  0.298  0.0004  0.205 
 LFD  0.042  0.501  0.171  0.184  0.305  0.024 
 LFR  0.450  0.689  0.905  0.407  0.001  0.050 
 RD  0.704  0.218  0.198  0.094  0.466  0.206 
 RR  0.053  0.085  0.178  0.027  0.518  0.456 
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  Fig. 5    Active season length (ASL x0 ), start of active season (SOS), and end of active season (EOS) 
for gross ecosystem productivity (GEP) and ecosystem respiration (ER) in different-aged hard-
wood (HW) and conifer (RP) stands during 2 years (2002 and 2003). The 95% confidence inter-
vals for all phenological indices were 0.1–0.4 days, as estimated with Monte Carlo analysis. That 
is, all visual differences on the figures are statistically significant in terms of precision of calcula-
tion. The significance of interannual and age-related differences, however, was derived from the 
mean parameters for every site-year.       

  Table 3    Adjusted coeffi cients of determination (and corresponding P-values) 
of stepwise regression models for the dependence of phenological parameters 
on age and year    

 GEP  ER 

 Age  Year  Age  Year 

 SOS  0.35 (0.13) 
 EOS  0.42 (0.08) 
 ASL x0   0.73 (<0.01) 
 ASL AH   0.39 (0.10) 
 ASL BG   0.48 (0.06)  0.38 (0.10) 
 LPF  0.21 (0.10)  0.52 (0.04)  0.91 (<0.01) 
 LFD  0.42 (0.08) 
 LFR  0.86 (<0.01) 
 RD 
 RR  0.98 (<0.01)  0.59 (0.03) 
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LAI or BA basis (not shown). However, sometimes age integrated the site charac-
teristics better than the other properties. For example, the intermediate and mature 
stands had comparable LAI, and it was a poor scalar for resolving their functional 
differences.   

  3.2 Start, End and Length of Active Season (ASL) 

 The among-stand differences in ASL x0  
GEP

  were greatest by year (in conifers over 50 
days) and by forest type (Figs.  4  and  5 ). There were large year-to-year differences 
in the ASL x0  

ER
  in young stands in both forest types, whereas the mature stands were 

relatively consistent both between years and between forest types. In both years, 
SOS 

ER
  (but not SOS 

GEP
 ) was earlier in mature hardwood than conifer stands. 

Whether this is due to the more open canopy and faster surface warming or greater 
metabolic activity associated with foliage development in hardwood than conifer 
stands remains to be elucidated. In young stands, SOS 

ER
  was more consistent than 

SOS 
GEP

 . The contiguous CUP (not shown) was longer in mature than young hard-
wood stands. 

 The EOS 
GEP

  was similar between years in the hardwood stands, and showed 
consistent age-related differences, with 5–10 days earlier EOS 

GEP
  in young than 

mature stands. However, the contrast between different years was big in the conifer 
stands, where EOS 

GEP
  differed by over 2 months. This also contrasts with the con-

sistency of EOS 
ER

  in all mature stands. EOS 
ER

  was within 5 days between the 2 
years in both mature hardwood and conifer stands. Overall, SOS was earlier and 
EOS later (with the exception of EOS 

ER
  in 2002) in mature than young stands.  

  3.3 The Duration and Rate of Change of Flux Transitions 

 The length of the flux development period decreased with age for GEP (LFD 
GEP

 ; 
Fig.  6 ), whereas the age-related trends in LFD 

ER
  varied by year (Table  2 ). Both GEP 

and ER had significantly longer LPF in 2002 than 2003, and LPF 
GEP

  also increased 
with stand age (Table  2 ). The length of flux recession period (LFR) exhibited 
significant interannual differences for ER, but not for GEP (Table  2 ), whereas the 
rate of recession (RR) differed among years in GEP. Both RR 

GEP
  and RR 

ER
  were 

greater in young than mature stands. 
 The rates of flux development in spring were relatively constant for both GEP 

(RD 
GEP

 ) and ER (RD 
ER

 ; Fig.  7 ; Table  2 ), with the exception of IH which had nearly 
threefold higher RD than the other stands. The rates of recession (RR) were consist-
ently greater in the young than mature stands. The |RD| were greater than |RR| in 
the mature but not in the young stands. Both RD and RR were about twofold greater 
for GEP than ER, likely because of the greater change of magnitude from winter- to 
summertime fluxes. However, if this was the sole reason, the pattern should have 
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and ER in different-aged hardwood (HW) and conifer (RP) stands during 2 years (2002 and 2003).       

  Fig. 7    Rates of development (RD, spring) and recession (RR, fall) of GEP and ER in 
different-aged- hardwood (HW) and conifer (RP) stands during 2 years (2002 and 2003).       
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been consistently stronger in hardwood than conifer stands, which was not the case 
(Fig.  7 ). It is curious that the intermediate-aged stands exhibited the greatest deviation 
from otherwise relatively conservative RD and RR (Fig.  7 ). We hypothesize that 
the rapid change in the intermediate-aged stands could be related to their high 
homogeneity in species composition compared to other stands (Table  1 ), leading to 
highly synchronized on- and offset of vegetation activity.    

 The expected inverse relationship between the duration of the transition periods 
(LFD and LFR) and the rates of change (RD and RR) was seen for GEP (Table  4 ), 
but not for ER. This, along with the notable consistency of RD 

ER
  and RR 

ER
  in the 

mature stands, and their tight relationship with each other (Table  4 ) suggests that 
these change rates are under strong physiological control. Yet, the RD 

GEP
  and RR 

GEP
  

did not exhibit clear relationship nor did LFD and LFR (Table  4 ).   

  4 Discussion  

  4.1 Variability of Phenological Phases 

 It is obvious that of the sources of variation considered in this study, the year-to-
year differences dominated over those related to stand age (LAI and BA) and forest 
type on the seasonality of GEP and ER. The interannual differences were far greater 
than suggested by temperature sums. Although there were age-related differences 
in degree-day accumulation, consistent with Fig.  2 , the much larger differences 
between years than individual sites did not lead to a comparable phenological 
response in each of the years and the parameterization of degree-day models (Chuine 

  Table 4    Regression parameters of ASL x0  vs. SOS, ASL x0  vs. EOS, RD vs. LFD, RR vs. LFR, 
LFR vs. LFD and RR vs. RD relationships    

 GEP  ER 

 ASL   =  a  +  b  × SOS  ASL   =  a  +  b  × EOS  ASL   =  a  +  b  × SOS  ASL   =  a  +  b  × EOS 

 P-value  0.525  0.009  0.511  0.016 
 R 2   0.071  0.705  0.075  0.649 
 β  −0.95 ± 1.41  0.68 ± 0.18  −0.48 ± 0.69  1.14 ± 0.34 

 RD =  a  +  b  × LFD  RR =  a  +  b  × LFR  RD =  a  +  b  × LFD  RR =  a  +  b  × LFR 
 P-value  0.376  0.062  0.094  0.685 
 R 2   0.132  0.466  0.397  0.029 
 β  −0.0070 ± 0.0073  0.0079 ± 0.0034  −0.015 ± 0.008  0.0011 ± 0.0026 

 LFR =  a  +  b  × LFD  RR =  a  +  b  × RD  LFR =  a  +  b  × LFD  RR =  a  +  b  × RD 
 P-value  0.542  0.935  0.392  0.005 
 R 2   0.065  0.001  0.124  0.764 
 β  –0.62 ± 0.96  0.05 ± 0.60  0.54 ± 0.59  −0.37 ± 0.08 
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 2000)  across years proved difficult (data not shown). The large interannual variabil-
ity corroborates the observations of large year-to-year variability (up to 30 days) of 
SOS (Suni et al.  2003b)  and ASL (Zha et al.  2008)  in boreal forests. However, in 
the current study, among-stand differences in ASL x0  were more related to differ-
ences in EOS than SOS (Table  4 ). It has been found, however, that earlier SOS 
tends to stimulate GEP more than ER (e.g. Black et al.  2000 ; Jackson et al.  2001) , 
whereas later EOS has the opposite effect (Piao et al.  2008) , thus increasing and 
decreasing net productivity, respectively. Although the effect of EOS on ecosystem 
C balance may be smaller than that of SOS on per day basis, its effect can still be 
significant when the interannual variability of EOS exceeds that in SOS (Fig.  5 ). 
Furthermore, given that ASL 

ER
  was more consistent in the mature than young 

stands (Fig.  5 ), whereas the magnitude of ER decreased with age in these systems 
(Noormets et al.  2007) , the effect on net ecosystem C balance may be determined 
primarily by the changes in ASL 

GEP
 . It is important to note that the expected differ-

ences in the SOS and ASL between the deciduous and conifer stands were not 
observed. 

 Although typically classified as northern temperate forests, the spring and fall 
transition dynamics of both GEP and ER suggest greater similarity with boreal than 
temperate forests. For temperate forests, LFD 

GEP
  is usually found to be greater than 

LFR 
GEP

  (Falge et al.  2002 ; Morecroft et al.  2003) . For example, Morecroft et al. 
 (2003)  observed that the increase in leaf photosynthetic capacity (P 

max
 ) in an oak 

forest took longer (50–70 days after bud break) than the decline in the fall (14 days). 
In a study of forests from different climate zones, Falge et al.  (2002)  observed a 
similar pattern among temperate forests, whereas in the boreal zone LFD 

GEP
  

< LFR 
GEP

 . Likewise, in the current study the mean LFD < LFR for both GEP and 
ER (LFR = 32.2 ± 3.1 and LFD = 24.4 ± 1.5 days, F 

1,38
  = 2.29, p = 0.029), although 

for a given site LFD and LFR were not well correlated (Table  4 ). Furthermore, the 
often proposed (e.g. DeForest et al. 2006; Falge et al.  2002)  later cessation of ER 
in the fall compared to GEP was not observed in this study (Fig.  5 ). Likewise, the 
|RD| and |RR| did not systematically differ although there were individual stands 
exhibiting seasonal asymmetry in flux development (e.g. IP; Fig.  4 ). While RD 

ER
  

and RR 
ER

  were highly correlated (Table  4 ), RD 
GEP

  and RR 
GEP

  were not. The latter 
contrasts with the findings of Gu et al.  (2003) , and might be related to the current 
study reflecting local variability, whereas Gu et al. addressed a broader latitudinal 
gradient. Comparing the relatively large differences in the flux change rates (RD 
and RR) in the young stands to the relative stability in the duration of the transition 
periods (LFD and LFR) suggests that any observed correlation might be mostly a 
reflection of the difference between the dormant season base flux and peak flux, as 
the LFD and LFR were strongly controlled by weather conditions (Table  2 ). It is 
unclear what controls the notable consistency of RD and RR as well as EOS 

ER
  and 

ASL x0  
ER

  in the mature stands. Further research in this area is warranted, as ER plays 
a key role in affecting ecosystem net carbon balance, and its response to climate 
variability can be expected to be greater in the early stages of stand development 
(Fig.  5 ; Noormets et al.  2007) .     
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  4.2 Differences Between GEP and ER 

 The temporal dynamics of GEP and ER development were related, but clearly 
responded to different cues. The phenological indices of GEP exhibited consistent 
age-related variability, whereas differences in ER seasonality were mostly explained 
with those in weather (Table  3 ). The hypothesized systematic difference between 
ASL 

GEP
  and ASL 

ER
  due to later EOS 

ER
  was not observed, because the temporary 

increase in ER following leaf fall did not affect points E and G (Fig.  3 ) and RR 
ER

  
derived from them. However, RD and RR were consistently about twofold greater 
for GEP than ER. This could partly be an artifact due to the greater absolute value 
of the GEP, but the longer LFD 

GEP
  than LFD 

ER
  suggested that this was not the only 

cause (Fig.  6 ). The variability of observed fluxes during the transition period was 
smaller in ER than GEP, but could be related to the considerable gapfilling of night-
time data (Noormets et al.  2008).   

  4.3 Various Definitions of ASL 

 The variety and vagueness of the definitions of “growing season” could easily lead 
to the comparison of studies that use different approaches for delineating seasonal-
ity. In the current study, we have presented four different measures of ASL for each 
flux (ASL x0 , ASL AH , ASL BG , LPF). Some additional possibilities are described by 
Barr et al. in chapter “Climatic and Phenological Controls of the Carbon and Energy 
Balances of Three Contrasting Boreal Forest Ecosystems in Western Canada” in the 
current volume. Of the different measures of ASL, ASL x0  explained the most vari-
ation among stands, offering encouragement that the popular measures of half-
maximum NDVI or EVI in remote sensing studies (Fisher et al.  2007 ; Schwartz et al. 
 2002)  might also suit well for analyzing surface carbon fluxes.  

 Figure 8 shows that the different measures of ASL were generally well correlated, 
but the small-scale age-related differences did not always transfer. The carbon uptake 
period (CUP), the most commonly used measure of ASL in eddy covariance studies 
(Baldocchi et al.  2005 ; Churkina et al.  2005 ; Falge et al.  2002) , was 79 (YH02), 133 
(IH03), 131 (MH02) and 140 (MH03) days, and similar in scale to ASL AH . However, 
YH02 had much shorter CUP than ASL AH  

GEP
 , because of large ER and alternating sink 

and source periods during the ASL (see Noormets et al.  2007) . The inclusion or exclu-
sion of this site significantly affected the correlation coefficients between CUP and 
other measures of ASL (Table  5 ). The change in R 2  was smallest for LPF 

ER
  indicating 

that the among-site differences in sink strength were strongly affected by the duration 
of peak respiration. We have discussed this in greater detail in the past (Noormets 
et al.  2007,   2008) . As the discontinuity of CUP makes comparisons with ASL 
(which is continuous by definition) difficult to interpret, it is important that uniform 
standards be adopted for delineating the seasonality of different processes that would 
allow comparisons among studies. Currently, it is often not clearly defined if CUP 
includes source days (NEE>0) during otherwise active canopy.  
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  4.4 Predicting Responses to Climate Change 

 The timing of phenological transitions and phases could affect ecosystem C budget 
when ER and GEP are affected differentially by the changing weather dynamics. 
The greatest proportion of variability was explained by interannual climate differences, 
far exceeding the influence of stand age and forest type. Given that the influence of 

  Table 5    Correlation coeffi cients between the contiguous carbon uptake 
period (CUP) and four measures of active season length for GEP and ER. 
Correlations were calculated for all hardwood stands and without YH02    

 GEP  ER 

 All deciduous  w/o YH  All deciduous  w/o YH 

 ASL x0   −0.32  0.44  −0.80  −0.24 
 ASL AH   0.26  0.58  −0.70  0.52 
 ASL BG   −0.38  0.31  −0.76  −0.25 
 LPF  −0.56  0.07  −0.76  −0.60 
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year was greater on the seasonality of ER than of GEP, it appears that the immediate 
implications for the regional carbon balance may be constrained by the stability of 
ASL 

ER
 . While the literature suggests strong negative relationship between SOS and 

annual NEP (i.e. the later the SOS, the lower the NEP), in the current study most 
of the variability in ASL originated from EOS. Yet, detecting even the more con-
servative 7–10 day difference observed in the mature stands between the 2 years 
may require 10–12 year data record, assuming the 3.3–3.7 days per decade advance 
rate observed for trees (Estrella et al.  2007 ; Parmesan  2007) . While several flux 
sites have attained such record, the analysis is further facilitated by the coordination 
and standardization under the global FLUXNET monitoring network. Given that 
interannual variation exceeds local among-sites differences, a network of sites with 
shorter individual record length is still well suited for the analysis of trends.   

  5 Conclusions  

 The largest proportion of variation in GEP and ER seasonality was explained by 
interannual variations in weather. The among-site differences in ASL were due to 
different EOS rather than SOS, with the latter being more consistent among sites, 
and less responsive to interannual climatic differences. However, this does not con-
tradict the earlier conclusions of greater effect of unit change in SOS than EOS on 
annual carbon balance. 

 The seasonalities of GEP and ER differed in both timing and sensitivity to external 
factors. The age-related differences were stronger in the seasonality of GEP, whereas 
that of ER was dominated by interannual weather variability. The development and 
recession rates of fluxes were proportional to the difference between winter base and 
summer peak fluxes (i.e. RD 

GEP
   »  2 × RD 

ER
  and RR 

GEP
   »  2 × RR 

ER
 ). 

 The differences between deciduous and evergreen forest types were minimal, 
with marginally longer ASL 

GEP
  in evergreen than deciduous stands, whereas ASL 

ER
  

was longer in the latter. The phenology of gas exchange suggests that these forests, 
typically classified as northern temperate stands, actually resemble boreal forests in 
terms of their flux development and recession dynamics.      
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